Introduction: Humanizing health practices resizes the health care, strengthen the integral care and allows a look at extended health-disease process. However, this is not an easy task, requires to be experienced by all those involved in the care whether they are patients, family members, health and society team, observation, respect for the human being in its various interfaces: fear, modesty, individuality, emotion, are strategies that constitute the humanization of care. Health professionals must be able to receive the individual care, provide full and keep the Humanized, uniqueness of each being, being the integral of this active process. Nurse in oncology assistance this care is of paramount importance, since it is a condition of great morbidity and mortality and to achieve not only biological, but also physical and psychological punishment of each be.

Objective: To know what the literature discusses about the humanization thematic in oncology nursing assistance. Methodology: this is an integrative review performed in Latin American literature in Health Sciences (LILACS), in the period 2004-2012, the year of establishment of National Policy of Humanisation to the present day. The search occurred through the use of descriptors: humanization, nursing, Oncology, which were associated and located eleven (13) publications. The survey was conducted in the months of March and April 2012. For the composition of the sample have been laid down criteria for inclusion, namely: selected-if original articles and full versions, with results of studies developed in the context of humanization of Oncology Nursing assistance in the period 2004-2012. Exclusion criteria were incomplete jobs and non-original articles, whose publishing period than the proposed and which do not meet the aim of the study. Results and discussion: so, for the present study totaled three (3) articles. The article, "the humanization second cancer patients with long period of hospitalization", discusses the aspects that contribute and detract from the humanization of hospital care in accordance with the opinion of cancer patients. The publication, called "Humanization: a reading from the understanding of nursing professionals" comes from understanding of nurses and the achievement of its practices guided in humanization and the strategies used by the team to the exercise of a humanized care. And, the article "the humanization in the care of children with cancer: limiting factors and facilitators" who identified the means used by the nursing staff to provide a humanized assistance to children with cancer, as well as factors that limit and facilitate the provision of comprehensive care. Health care encompasses a variety of actions, and with regard to the professional nursing integral care
falls in their daily practices. The appreciation of the bond, of trust and friendship between the professional nursing the child in treatment and their families contribute to oncological humanize the assistance provided, because the physical aspect of cancer transcend and include the patient while humans2. The humanization depends on professional interaction and ability to make the patient feel part of the process through the involvement of technical aspects, sentimental and of cos' personal characteristics3. The working environment must be harmonious interpersonal relationship, to develop technical skills and promote a full care and humanized. The environment seriously and cosy little is a limiting factor to the holistic care2. Patients claim they have support and is in time of difficulty 'ça, becomes a differentiator for treating and minimizing the negativism of everyday life in the hospital unit3. The length of stay are usually long and humanization must be present in order to mitigate the negative feelings generated during hospitalization, promote adaptation of patients to hospital environment view that are undergoing a psychological fragility phase4. Ethics, respect and affection are feelings and values that are reassuring and patient security and prognosis, treatment against the involvement of family and community are needed, as well as relations and workforce goals, as the unit's physical conditions, the lack of material resources are not determining factors to achieve the humanization process5. The study stresses that there is need for humanization in Healthcare Nursing Oncology, because the care must go beyond the physical, should Excel by integral care, enhancing the uniqueness of each be.

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS: Highlighted a small number of publications about the topic of humanization in Healthcare Nursing Oncology, and to arouse the interest of new research that cover the topic.
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